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� It is a new passively actuated differential thermal expansion heat switch for CCD.
� Automatic adjusting function decreases difficulty of manufacture and assembly.
� Good operational stability and high ratio of effective thermal resistance.
� A fairly good agreement between theoretical analysis and experiment results.
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Thermal control for Charge Converse Device (CCD) is a key issue in space optical remote sensor. Heat
switch is appropriate for heat dissipation of CCD. This paper provides thermal characterization of a
new passively actuated differential thermal expansion heat switch (DTE-HS) with automatic adjusting
function for CCD thermal control in space optical remote sensor. The radiation thermal resistance is
developed to study how the radiation parameters affect the thermal resistance of the heat switch. The
heat conduction thermal resistance is developed to describe the thermal characterization of the DTE-
HS. A prototype of the DTE-HS is manufactured and tested. The experimental results are consistent well
with the theoretical results.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Space heat switch (SHS) or Space heat valve (SHV) is the device
that present variable thermal resistance for thermal control. A heat
switch, or heat valve, is designed to control heat transfer by mak-
ing and breaking thermal contact between two contacts. In design-
ing the heat switch, thermal resistance is the fundamental
parameter of interest. Fig. 1 illustrates one possible realization of
a heat switch [1]. The off state of the switch occurs when the
two surfaces A and B are not in contact. The off state thermal resis-
tance of the switch is determined by the thermal properties of the
gap. The on state of the switch occurs when the two surfaces A and
B are in contact. The on state thermal resistance of the switch is
determined by the thermal properties of the contacts used in the
switch material.

The Fig. 1 is important to characterize the performance of such a
heat switch: the ratio of effective thermal resistance in the switch
off and the switch on states, i.e., cswitch ¼ Roff=Ron, and the time
required to switch from the off to the on state, sswitch. A high ther-
mal resistance, Roff, is required in the off position, so that the switch
does not leak heat. A low thermal resistance, Ron, is required in the
on position, so that the heat transfer through the switch may be
maximized. Both the time to actuate the heat switch and the ther-
mal capacitance of the switch control the switch time constant.

At present, many different heat switch configurations have been
developed for space applications over the last five decades. Space
heat switch species are listed in Table 1. Each configuration is
based on different working principles, but most of them were
developed for applications in cryogenic systems of satellites. The
active heat switches are actively actuated, i.e., they require exter-
nal energy to operate.

The differential thermal expansion heat switches (DTE-HSs) are
based on the differential thermal expansion of distinct materials.
The DTE-HSs are passively actuated, which means that they do
not require external energy to operate. There are many structure
distinction between heat switches which based on the same work-
ing principle. At present, there are two kinds of structures, one is
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Fig. 1. Heat switch conception.

Table 1
Space heat switch configurations.

Configuration Heat switch

Passive actuated Bi-metallic actuated [2,3]
Single direction differential thermal expansion [4,5]
Double direction differential thermal expansion [6,7]
Wax actuated [8–10]
Shape memory alloy actuated [11,12]
Pyromagnetic [13]

Active actuated Electrostatic actuated [14–17]
Piezoelectric actuated [18]
Magnetic actuated [19,20]
Gas-gap [21–23]
Liquid bridge [24,25]
EWOD actuated [26,27]
Magnetoresistive [28,29]
CPL/LHP [30,31]
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single direction differential thermal expansion heat switch and
another is double direction differential thermal expansion heat
switch. The cryogenic thermal switch (CTSW) is a single direction
differential thermal expansion heat switch, which is proposed by
Marland et al. [4] and by Wang et al. [5] have been initially devel-
oped to couple the instrument to cryogenic systems. Two genera-
tion CTSW were developed. The first generation CTSW is made of
beryllium and stainless steel. The second generation CTSW is made
of polymer and aluminum. The double direction differential ther-
mal expansion heat switch proposed by Fernando and Marcia [6]
and by Zhang [7] are both used in cryogenic systems. The double
direction differential thermal expansion heat switch consists of
two nuts, a threaded flexible rod and a disk. The disk is placed
between the nuts. The flexible rod is made of a low thermal expan-
sion coefficient material, and the disk is made of a high thermal
expansion coefficient material. One nut is fixed to the satellite
structure and the other to the cryogenic sensor.

The operation temperature of Charge Converse Device (CCD) in
space optical remote sensor is usually between 273 and 313 K.
Most of the heat switch mentioned above are used in the cryogenic
field. The operation temperature of the heat switches are between
0.1 and 100 K, which are unsuited for CCD thermal control in space
optical remote sensor. When the space optical remote sensor is
operating, a low thermal resistance is necessary between the
CCD and the radiator in order to keep the CCD temperature as
low as possible. In this situation, the heat switch provides a good
thermal coupling between the CCD and the radiator. When the
space optical remote sensor is not operating, the heat switch must
disconnect the heat transfer for conserving energy. Under this cir-
cumstance, the heat switch must provide a high thermal resistance
between the CCD and the radiator.

This paper provides a new differential thermal expansion heat
switch with automatic adjusting function for CCD thermal control
in space optical remote sensor. The characterization of the heat
switch is studied. The first section reports a variety of heat
switches. The second section outlines working principle of the heat
switch. The third and fourth section present the theoretical analy-
sis and the experimental results through a prototype. The final sec-
tion provides the recommendation and conclusions from the study.

2. Differential thermal expansion heat switch

A schematic drawing of the new differential thermal expansion
heat switch is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a cylinder, a flexible rod
and a disk. The flexible rod is made of a low thermal expansion
coefficient material with low thermal conductivity. The flexible
rod has automatic adjusting function through the flexible joint.
The cylinder is made of a high thermal expansion coefficient mate-
rial with high thermal conductivity. The disk is made of the same
material as the cylinder. The flexible rod is fixed to the cylinder
and the other to the disk. During assembly process there is a con-
trolled gap between the cylinder and the disk at setting tempera-
ture. The cylinder is fixed to the CCD, and the disk is fixed to the
radiator through a flex braid. The temperature of cylinder equal
to the temperature of CCD when the space optical remote sensor
isn’t in operation. In the same time, the temperature of the disk
drops to the radiator levels because of the flex braid. There will
be a gap between the cylinder and the disk, and the thermal resis-
tance of the heat switch achieves maximum. In this situation, the
heat switch is ‘‘switch off” (Fig. 2(a)). The thermal expansion of
the cylinder makes the cylinder and the disk beginning to contact
each other. After the gap between the cylinder and the disk reaches



Fig. 2. Working principle of heat switch.
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zero, the thermal resistance of the heat switch achieves minimum.
In this situation, the heat switch is ‘‘switch on” (Fig. 2(b)). The heat
load coming from the CCD to the radiator achieves maximum.

Automatic adjusting function of the flexible rod is given in
Fig. 3. When the surface of cylinder (Surface C) and the surface of
disk (Surface D) have a poor contact state, there will be a Dgap

between the surface C and the surface D (Fig. 3(a)). The flex joint
of the flexible rod will deform to adapt for improving the poor con-
tact state between surface C and surface D (Fig. 3(b)). The flexible
rod with the function of bending is not deformed by pulling or
pressing in the axial direction. The thermal expansion force of
the cylinder is much larger than the force required for the defor-
mation of the flexible rod. As long as the surface C and the surface
Fig. 3. Automatic adjusting
D don’t contact with each other well and there is a Dgap, the ther-
mal expansion force of the cylinder will continue to act on the disk.
Because of the disk and the flexible rod are fixed together, the disk
will cause the flexible rod to deform until the surface C and come
into contact with the surface D well. The automatic adjusting func-
tion of the flexible rod could decrease the difficulty of manufacture
and assembly of heat switch.

The prototype of the heat switch and thermal boundary condi-
tions of the heat switch are shown in Fig. 4. The flexible rod was
made of invar (4J32). The cylinder and the disk are made of alu-
minum alloy (2A12). Thermal conductivity of aluminum alloy
(2A12) and invar (4J32) is 193W/(m�K) and 13.5 W/(m�K)
respectively.
function of flexible rod.



Fig. 4. Prototype (a) and thermal boundary conditions (b) of the heat switch.
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3. Theoretical analysis

3.1. Radiation thermal resistance

Combining the structure characteristics of the heat switch, the
radiation heat transfer is concentrated in the visible surfaces of
cylinder, flexible rod and disk mainly. The view factor between
internal surface of cylinder and external surface of flexible rod is
1.0 approximately, the formula of surface radiation heat transfer
is proposed as follows:

Uc�fr ¼
ecefrAcAfrrðT4

c � T4
frÞ

ecAc þ efrAfr � ecefrAc
ð1Þ
Rr;c�fr ¼ Uc�fr

Tc � Tfr
ð2Þ

In the formulas, ec is surface emissivity of cylinder; efr is surface
emissivity of flexible rod; Ac is internal surface area of cylinder;
Afr is external surface area of flexible rod; r is blackbody radiation
constant; Tc is internal surface temperature of cylinder; Tfr is exter-
nal surface temperature of flexible rod; Rr,c-fr is radiation thermal
resistance. Obviously, radiation heat transfer is positively correlated
with surface temperature difference and emissivity. From the test
measurement data, the emissivity of two cylinders without polish-
ing treatment is 0.12. Under the extreme conditions, radiation heat
transfer and equivalent conduction thermal resistance is 0.013 W
and 2282.2 K/W respectively.

As the annulus surface radiation heat transfer increases, Roff and
cswitch decrease simultaneously. That is, weakening the annulus sur-
face radiation heat transfer could improve the performance of heat
switch. After polishing treatment, emissivity of annulus surfaces is
only 0.05. Based on the formulas of (1) and (2), radiation heat
transfer and equivalent conduction thermal resistance is 0.035W
and 2542.8 K/W respectively. Above all, for the heat switch
designed in this paper, radial radiation heat transfer between
cylinder and flexible rod, and axial radiation heat transfer between
cylinder and disk can be ignored normally, so the influences on the
key thermal characteristic are not obvious extremely.

3.2. Heat conduction resistance

According to the structural characteristic of the heat switch, the
heat conduction process of cylinder, flexible rod and disk can be
simplified into the conduction model in cylindrical coordinates,
as shown in Fig. 4.

Then, the differential equation of the two dimension, steady
state and without internal heat sources heat conduction is as
follow:
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Considering the axisymmetric characteristic of heat switch, the
temperature fields of two dimension conduction structure are
assumed to Tðr; zÞ and Hðr; zÞ of cold end, and bðr; zÞ and nðr; zÞ of
hot end. Then, the differential equation of the two dimension,
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where a is locating flexible rod radius; b is heat switch external
radius; c is central cylinder thickness; d0 is initial cold end thick-



Fig. 5. One-dimensional thermal resistances network of heat switch.
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ness; d is thread cold end thickness; e0 is initial hot end thickness; e
is thread hot end thickness; d is travelling gap between the on state
and the off state; ht1 is thread contact thermal conductivity
between locating flexible rod and the cold end; ht2 is thread contact
thermal conductivity between flexible rod and cylinder; k is ther-
mal conductivity. Based on the governing equations and boundary
conditions, the separation variable method is adopted to solve the
temperature fields of cold end, and the calculation formulas are as
follow:

Tðr; zÞ ¼ T1 þ qfra
2ht1d

þ qfr
kfr
zþ 8ht1d

p2
kd
kfr

qfr
kfr
� qc

kd

� �
�
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn
Xnð2nþ1Þ2

K1
pb
2dð2nþ1Þ½ �

I1 pb
2dð2nþ1Þ½ � �

K1
pa
2dð2nþ1Þ½ �

I1 pa
2dð2nþ1Þ½ �

� 	
I0 pr

2d ð2nþ 1Þ
 �
sin pz

2d ð2nþ 1Þ
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ð6Þ
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In the formulas, Ii is i order exponential growth Bessel function of
first kind; Ki is i order exponential decay Bessel function of second
kind. The calculation formula Xn is as follows:

Xn ¼ �kd p
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The calculation formulas of cold end temperature field contain two
unknown variables, the axial heat flux of locating flexible rod qfr and
the axial heat flux of cylinder qc . Then, the concept of iso-thermal
section is proposed, in where the temperature of cylinder is equal
to locating flexible rod, the formula is as follow:R 2p
0

R a
0 Tðr;dÞrdrdu
pa2 þ qfrðf � dÞ

kfr
¼

R 2p
0

R b
a Hðr; dÞrdrdu
pðb2 � a2Þ

þ qc

hc

þ qcðf � dÞ
kc

ð9Þ

After rearranging the formula, as follow:

2
a2

Z a

0
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kfr
¼ 2

b2 � a2

Z b

a
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ð10Þ

Combining the law of conservation of energy, get the following
formula:

Q ¼ qfr � pa2 þ qc � pðb2 � a2Þ ð11Þ
The solving method of cylinder temperature fields bðr; zÞ and nðr; zÞ
is similar to cold end, the calculation formula are as follow:
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In above formulas,
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Similarly, based on the iso-thermal section, the formula can be writ-
ten as:

2
a2

Z a

0
bðr; eÞrdr � qfrðh� eÞ

kfr
¼ 2

b2 � a2

Z b

a
nðr; eÞrdr

� qcðh� eÞ
kc

ð15Þ

f þ h ¼ c þ dþ e ð16Þ
The heat flux of qfr, qc and the iso-thermal section location of f, h are
solved using the Eqs. (10, 11, 15 and 16), the temperature fields of
heat switch structure components are obtained finally.

3.3. Theoretical results

So many complicated functions are included in the solutions
above, it will affect the actual engineering applications seriously.



Table 2
The calculation formulas of thermal resistances.

Thermal conduction
resistance

(K/W) Thermal contact
resistance

(K/W)

Rm;c1 ¼ e0
kc �p½b2�a2 � 0.02266 Rc;c�fr ¼ 1

ht2 �2pae
127.324

Rm;c2 ¼ eþc
kc �p½b2�a2 � 0.19687 Rc;c�d ¼ 1

hc�d �p½b2�a2 �
0.56588

Rm;fr ¼ eþcþd
kfr �pa2

185.044 Rc;fr�d ¼ 1
ht1 �2pad

19.2915

Rm;d ¼ ðdþd0Þb2�d0a2

kd �pb2ðb2�a2Þ
0.04211
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Moreover, most of the heat is conducted in the axial direction from
hot end to cold end, radial heat conduction is weaker, and can be
ignored absolutely. Then, the heat conduction model can be simpli-
fied into one-dimensional thermal resistance model, the one-
dimensional thermal resistance network as shown in Fig. 5. Rect-
angles represent thermal resistances of material itself, wavy lines
represent thermal contact resistances of mating surfaces, and the
sum of thermal resistances in the dotted rectangle is equal to the
off state thermal resistance of the switch Roff.

According to the relation of thermal resistances, the formulas of
R1D
on , R

1D
off and c1Dswitch are as follows:

R1D
on ¼ Rm;c1 þ ðRm;c2 þ Rc;c�dÞ � ðRc;c�fr þ Rm;fr þ Rc;fr�dÞ

Rm;c2 þ Rc;c�d þ Rc;c�fr þ Rm;fr þ Rc;fr�d
þ Rm;d ð17Þ

R1D
off ¼ Rm;c1 þ Rc;c�fr þ Rm;fr þ Rc;fr�d þ Rm;d ð18Þ

c1Dswitch ¼
R1D
off

R1D
on

ð19Þ

The calculation formulas of Eq. (17-19) thermal resistances are
shown in Table 2. Then, the on state thermal resistance of the
switch Ron, the off state thermal resistance of the switch Roff, and
the ratio of effective thermal resistance in the off and on states
cswitch, is 0.826 K/W, 331.7 K/W and 401.6 relatively.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Experiment set-up

The experiment set-up employed in this paper is shown in Fig. 6
(a). Laboratory temperature and relative humidity is 25 �C and 67%
Fig. 6. Experiment set-up and di
respectively. Experiment facilities contain electronic thermostat,
KEITHLY data acquisition meter, Agilent DC power, thermostatic
tank, computer and heat switch components. Meanwhile, heat
switch components contain water cooling system, radiation shield,
multilayer insulation blankets (MLI), thermocouples and thin film
heater. The heat switch is wrapped in MLI blankets (circle and
cover) to avoid thermal radiation losses to the environment. Dur-
ing the tests, 12 T type thermocouples located as shown in Fig. 6
(b), measured the temperatures in several points of the heat
switch.

The values of thermal expansion coefficients of invar and alu-
minum alloy are assumed to be constant during the experiment.
The elastic properties E and m of invar and aluminum alloy are
assumed to be constant during the experiment. The thermal con-
ductivities of the invar and of the aluminum alloy were measured
from cylindrical specimens machined from the same stock bars as
the heat switch.

4.2. Analysis of experimental results

The temperature of heat switch were achieved at steady state
condition. The thermal resistance of heat switch is given by:

Rswitch ¼ Thot�Tcold
Q

Thot ¼ T1þT2þT3
3

Tcold ¼ T10þT11þT12
3

8>><
>>: ð20Þ

where Thot and Tcold are the average temperatures of hot end and
cold end, respectively (see Fig. 5(b)). The heat flux Q is given by:

Q ¼ g� V � I ð21Þ
where V is the voltage and I is the current intensity of the Agilent DC
power. Take into account for the heat loss from the heater to envi-
ronment through the MLI blankets. The correction factor
g ¼ 0:7 � 0:9 means that 10–30% of the heat dissipated from heater
is leaked to the environment without crossing the heat switch.

The temperature distributions of heat switch are shown in Fig. 7
(a) and (b). There are the discontinuities between thermocouple 6
and thermocouple 7 because of the contact resistance between
cylinder and disk.

From the Fig. 7(a), when the current I = 0.086 A, the correction
factor g ¼ 0:7, we can obtain that the hot-cold temperature differ-
ence DT = 52.45 �C and the off state thermal resistance of the
stribution of thermocouples.



Fig. 7. Experimental results: temperature curves of switch off (a) and switch on (b).
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switch, Roff = 316.96 K/W. The relative error between the theoreti-
cal analysis and the experiment results is 4.4%.

From the Fig. 7(b), when the current I = 0.494 A, the correction
factor g ¼ 0:9, we can obtain that the hot-cold temperature differ-
enceDT = 5.63 �C and the on state thermal resistance of the switch,
Ron = 0.812 K/W. The relative error between the theoretical analysis
and the experiment results is 1.7%.

Fig. 7(b) shows that the time required to switch from the off to
the on state, sswitch � 12 min.

Fig. 7 shows that the ratio of effective thermal resistance in the
switch off and the switch on states, cswitch ¼ Roff =Ron ¼ 390:3. The
relative error between the theoretical results and the experimental
results is 2.8%.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new differential thermal expansion heat switch
with the automatic adjusting function for space optical remote
sensor is modeled and analyzed. The heat switch is passively actu-
ated through differential thermal expansion. The theoretical anal-
ysis model for thermal resistance of the heat switch were
developed. A prototype of the heat switch was manufactured and
an extensive experiment was performed to investigate the thermal
characterization of the heat switch. The main conclusions are sum-
marized as follows:

(a) The theoretical analysis shows that radial radiation heat
transfer between cylinder and flexible rod, and axial radia-
tion heat transfer between cylinder and disk can be ignored
normally, so the influences on the key thermal characteristic
are not obvious extremely. The temperature distribution of
the heat switch is primarily one-dimensional along the axial
direction.

(b) The one-dimensional thermal resistance model shows that
the on state thermal resistance of the heat switch Ron, the
off state thermal resistance of the heat switch Roff, and the
ratio of effective thermal resistance in the off and on states
cswitch, is 0.826 K/W, 331.7 K/W and 401.6 relatively.

(c) The experiment results revealed that the on state thermal
resistance of the heat switch Ron, the off state thermal resis-
tance of the heat switch Roff, and the ratio of effective ther-
mal resistance in the off and on states cswitch, is 0.812 K/W,
316.96 K/W and 390.3 relatively. The time required to
switch from the off to the on state sswitch � 12 min.

(d) The comparison between theoretical results and experimen-
tal results shows a very good agreement. The relative error
of Roff between the theoretical analysis and the experiment
results is 4.4%. The relative error of Ron between the theoret-
ical analysis and the experiment results is 1.7%. The relative
error of cswitch between the theoretical analysis and the
experiment results is 2.8%.

As a result, it was confirmed that the proposed new differential
thermal expansion heat switch showed a good operational stability
and a high ratio of effective thermal resistance in the off and on
states. Therefore, it is expected that the heat switch can be adapted
to thermal control for CCD in space optical remote sensor.
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